Abstract-The biggest challenge in modern web is to tackle tremendous growth of data, scattered and continuously updating in nature. Processing of such unscattered data by human or machine remains a tedious task. Semantic Web; as a solution has already been invented. But, still there are some other challenges, like as optimization of the query. We introduce a new approach for real-time SPARQL query optimization with different forms and different triple patterns. The strategy introduces rearrangement of order of triple pattern using Differential Evolution(DE). The experimental study focus on main-memory model of RDF data and ARQ query engine of Jena. We compare the result of proposed approach with the Ant Colony Optimization(ACO) different versions and some other approaches. Results shows that proposed approach provides better execution time as compare to the other approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
The biggest challenge in modern web is to tackle tremendous growth of data, scattered and continuously updating in nature. Processing of such unscattered data by human or machine remains a tedious task. This demands for new ways to represent and query data, such as semantic web which otherwise is not simple using optimized RDBMs representation.
Semantic web is W3C recommendation for sharing and integration of data across heterogeneous but interconnected web resources [1] . It uses RDF as its data model which provides meta-data for machineinterpretability. RDF [2] encodes data in the form of triples structure <s, p, o> forming a RDF graph. The triple structure is particularly suited for connecting different heterogeneous resources, making it feasible for user to issue structure queries and fetch relevant answers.
Semantic Web offers many challenges like processing queries over the interconnected heterogeneous web resources, acquiring knowledge by applying reasoning, ontology aligning, query optimization over billions of triples and performance enhancement.
Different research has already been done in different context like Relational DBMS [3] [4] [5] , Object-Oriented DBMS [6] [7] , and XML [8] [9] etc regarding the query optimization problem. But in Semantic Web context, query optimization is not fairly matured yet [5] [10] . So, our main concern for optimizing an execution plan which will result in a lower execution time. Thus, there is a need for better optimization algorithm which will provide a better execution plan.
Different soft computing algorithms have already been evolved for query optimization in context of RDBMS [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , and in context of Semantic Web [10] [17] [18] [19] . The current state of art techniques need for better optimization algorithm.
As better optimization algorithm, we choose Differential evolution (DE) [20] to provide better or optimal query path to run the query in lesser time. Also, DE requires less control mechanism. DE has been applied to different optimization problems [21] [22] etc. This paper, introduced DE algorithm applicability to the RDF query optimization on SPARQL different queries having several triple pattern over a single data source.
The paper structure is organized in the following manner. Section II introduces prior related work. Section III includes different phase of query processing and optimization in ARQ engine. Section IV introduces RDF, SPARQL queries, Jena[23] and the ARQ query engine. We also introduce the BGP construction from where clause predicates through SPARQL query garph. Section V describes the actual problem with the solution and DE Copyright © 2018 MECS I.J. Computer Network and Information Security, 2018, 3, 52-59 algorithm working. Section VI presents the observations of experiment of the proposed algorithm and its comparison with other algorithms. Finally, in later section the conclusion which is followed by references.
II. RELATED WORK
Prior related work regarding query optimization in RDF database using rearrangement of order of triple pattern, and other important factors for join ordering are discussed here:
The first solution in the RDF databases context was given by Stuckenschmidt et al. [10] . They introduced a hybrid algorithm named 2PO(two phase optimization which is a combination of iterative improvement and simulation annealing) over chain query and implemented the working over the Sesame system [24] . Maduko et al. [25] introduced a method for estimation of cardinality using pattern-based summarization. The method used two main functionality i.e. pattern and their sub-pattern can have almost equal frequencies, and prior knowledge of patter's importance. Also, they used Dynamic programming with two greedy solutions. Stocker et al. [26] presented a technique for the static query optimization for reordering of triple pattern of BGP. Additionally, they also defined heuristic for selectivity estimation using and without using pre-computed statistics. Then, Hogenboom et al. [27] presented an optimization algorithm named GA(genetic algorithm) and through tested queries, they shown that GA performed better for large chain query when compared with 2PO. But for small queries with 10 predicates, 2PO performed better. Neumann and Weikum [5] invented a RDF-3X engine with dynamic programming as an algorithm for query optimization. For cost estimation of joins between triple patterns, selectivity histogram was used. Neumann and Weikum [28] improved their prior research in [5] and presented a method for sideways in-formation passing between separate joins, and at compile time, they used aggregated statistics to provide exact cardinality of triple pattern. Kaoudi et al. [29] implemented their strategy in Atlas system. They used 3 greedy optimization algorithm to minimize the size of intermediate facts which are generated by query processing algorithm using selectivity based heuristic. Neumann and Moerkotte [30] presented a method for the estimation of cardinality based on Characteristic set. Ouyang et al. [31] presented a method using genetic algorithm(GA) to optimize the SPARQL query and also for the plan generation bushy tree was used. Hogenboom et al. [18] studied the query optimization problem using the ACO algorithm over the chain query. They experiment the proposed approach in comparison with [17] and [10] and proved the superiority of the results over other algorithms. Gubichev and Neumann [32] extend Characteristic Sets to provide a new RDF statistical synopsis that accurately estimates cardinalities. Gomathi et al. [19] presented an optimization algorithm named Adaptive Cuckoo search(ACS) to optimize the SPARQL query. Kalayci et al. [33] presented a new solution for the optimization using Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and reordering triple patterns and selectivity estimation introduced by [26] with some modification. Meimaris and Papastefanatos [34] presented a new approach of join reordering that converts a query into a multidimensional vector space and performs distance-based optimisation.
After reviewing related work in the field of query optimization, the literature suggested that there is requirement for better heuristic and so we proposed a novel solution for this problem using an algorithm named: Differential Evolution. We are using Differential Evolution [35] algorithm that work over discrete problem. Result proves its effectiveness over other algorithm. To process the query, different steps are to be followed in such a way: firstly enter the query which is to be processed and then optimize the query internal structure and then finally execute the optimized query through engine and fetch the result.
Step by step processing of the query through different phase is shown here.
Step 1: Firstly, write the query for execution and pass it to the query engine for the evaluation.
Step 2: Query execution engine then parse the query into the parser for the SPARQL syntax matching and order of the keywords such as SELECT, WHERE etc. and then validate for the attribute of the RDF.
Step 3: Load the RDF repositories side by side and these RDF repositories offer the querying capabilities.
Step 4: Next, analyzer transform the query into its equivalent form(SPARQL algebra) which have same order of the triple pattern as given in the original query.
Step 5: Based on the main-memory model of RDF repositories, query can fetch result without considering any optimization but when the size of RDF repositories increases, there is a need to execute the query with some optimization technique to ensure that query result in a reasonable time. The optimization technique populates the best execution plan from all the plans.
Step 6: After all the steps, if there is no error upto now then the query execution step comes where optimized query execute through query engine and fetch the results of the SPARQL query.
IV. PRELIMINARIES: SPARQL AND SPARQL GRAPH QUERY
Resource Description Framework (RDF) works as a metadata data model for data interchange over the web. Due to the flexibility of schema-free nature, RDF can merge data even if they differ in their underlying schema. RDF data model is similar to entity-relationship approach. The linking structure can be represented using node-arcnode link [2] .
SPARQL [36] is a language for querying RDF data and generally used for expressing query over different data sources using triple patterns named BGPs(Basic Graph Patterns) [37] . The formation of triple patterns is like as < subject, predicate, object > where the different positions can be concrete or variable [26] .
Jena[23] is store and manipulates main-memory RDF data. ARQ[38] query engine used by Jena. For querying, we are using ARQ engine.
The following example (Fig 2.) shows representation of SPARQL star query having four triple patterns(can be represented by sequence number {0, 1, 2, 3}) constructed over the The World Factbook[39] (in short Factbook ) dataset. Our main focus is to optimise the order of BGP so that they produce the optimal execution plan. V. PROBLEM AND PROPOSED SOLUTION
Cost Model Used
Given a SPARQL query graph as shown in Fig 2, the optimizer returns the query plan that is defined by ordering of joins between triple patterns. The optimizer provide a search space of different equivalent query plans, and also searches optimal plan from all the different query plans based on the cost function.
As the sequence number can be created using Fig 2, the rearrangement of order of triple pattern(or sequence numbers) is an important query optimization approach. Hence, we are considering DE optimization algorithm as a proposed approach to rearrange the order of triple pattern.
Following are the steps for the calculation of cost between the two triple patterns [33] :
Step 1: Calculate the cardinality of triple patterns using GSH [26] . If more than one element is bound then find the cardinality of each different concrete element at position(s, p, o) using GSH and finally conclude the lowest value of the cardinality by comparing.
Step 2: Find the selectivity of the triple patterns using division of the cardinality of the triple pattern by total no of triple patterns.
Step 3: Use the two triple patterns of the given BGP and collect all different joins betweens the triple patterns. Subtract the different join ranks from the assumed cost value(32) and then divide the generated value by the assumed cost to evaluate the factor for the joined triple patterns.
Step 4: This step computes the joined triple patterns cost values by multiplying the selectivity of the joined triple patterns with the factor of joined triple patterns.
Step 5: Finally, compute a new cost using addition of the selectivity of the first triple pattern out of the two triple patterns and output of step 4.
Step 6: Whenever no join found (Cartesian product possibility in complete digraph construction) in between two triple patterns, then use the Step 1 to
Step 5 and change in Step 4 with output value as 1(it is the upper limit of selectivity[0 1])
Second Step: Differential Evolution
For the given Ɓ, our aim is to search for the better The algorithm starts with a randomly generated. Then for evolution of next generation, three evolutionary operators namely mutation, crossover and selection using special form of DE operator are used to evolve the population. x . Therefore, the initial value of jth parameter of the ith population member may be set as: x either randomly or as one of the best members of the population. F is real and constant factor generally taken between [0, 1] .For the next generation, create mutant vector or donor vector, g n v equal to the randomly generated population and can be defined as follows:
For our problem, vector addition and subtraction in equation (2) was made to utilize the definition of permutation matrix as explained in [40] . 
Here, I rand is a integer uniformly distributed random number between [1, D] , and CR crossover factor belongs to [1, D] ; both usually defined by user.
For our experiment, to generate a trial vector, a crossover operator was used named PMX [41] .
(4) Selection
The selection is defined in terms of objective function, and the vector with lower value of objective function implies higher fitness. In selection process, the objective function of the trail vector is compared with that of the target vector, and includes better fitness value in next generation. The operation can be defined as:
The DE algorithm involves the iterative operation of the three mutation, crossover and selection phases till the stopping criteria i.e. vector with best objective value is obtained. queries with 4, 6, 8 triples pattern for all forms of queries except chain-star. As chain-star query is a combination of 2 query form, it is complex to design so we consider 6, 8 and 10 triple patterns for this query form. The reason for this choice of these triple patterns is that small triple pattern sometimes shows no optimization at all. For result calculation, we consider only single query of every different triple patterns.
For the DE algorithm, we are using starting node as random, population size as 100, iteration size 100, CR value as 0.8 and F value as 0.2. These parameters are selected after making experimental study using all the queries and by taking a number of test over the population size from 10 to 250 and iteration size from 50 to 250, with corresponding change in F and CR values. We 10 times run each algorithm for each query to evaluate the result and finally considered the average.
For the result calculation, we are considering the execution time of the query in millisecond and consider the execution time as a sum of time taken in the optimization, time taken in the execution and time taken in iteration of result set for all the algorithms except WO.
Results of Comparisons
Jena Reorder Weight class(JW): Reorder Weight class is the class of Jena query engine [23] . This class work for the processing of join based on statistics generated from the repositories of RDF to change the arrangement of the triple patterns. This class works on the basis of number of variables in a triple pattern.
Pre-computed statistics (PCS): Probabilistic framework( mainly PFJ) given by [26] which uses precomputed statistics that must be computed before using it. This framework provides the accurate selectivity estimation for triple pattern and joined triple pattern using the customized statistics.
Without Pre-computed statistics (WPCS): This heuristic is a combination of the Graph Statistic Handler [26] and Variable Counting Predicate [26] , and given by [26] .
WO provides higher execution time for all the queries, so we are considering it as highest value for all the queries, as shown in the following figures. And all the optimization algorithms are considered proportional to WO execution time. So the results of all optimization algorithms in comparison to WO in terms of percentage can be seen from Fig 3 to Fig 6. These figures can easily show that our proposed solution results in comparison to the other approaches.
Finding of Table 1 shows that DE performs better in terms of execution time when we compare the results with WO, JW, WPCS, PCS, AS, EAS, MMAS. AS, EAS, MMAS are different versions of ACO [33] . In case of PCS, there is a need to load the index that is created over the RDF data and it takes around 13.5 second to load it for all the chain queries. Approximately same time is taken by other forms of queries also. And after loading this index, execution time taken by the PCS is given in the row of PCS. In case of WPCS, it does not include bound-predicate-predicate join between two triple patterns and always use default selectivity as 1.0. That's the reason why this heuristic does not include other joins between two triple patterns where bound-predicatepredicate occur. But the heuristic [33] provides a new solution where it considers other joins those occur at different position with bound-predicate-predicate instead of considering bound-predicate-predicate. Also, this heuristic gives chance to Cartesian product between two triple patterns. Thus, by considering these particular run times, DE shows best results in all the triple patterns of chain queries. Table 1 to Table 4 shows the result of different forms of queries consist of 4 triple patterns, 6 triple patterns, 8 triple patterns and for chain-star query, it is made up of 6, 8, 10 triple patterns respectively. All the results shows that DE performs better in terms of execution time for all the queries when compare with the WO, JW, WPCS, PCS, AS, EAS, MMAS.
VII. CONCLUSION
This study contributes to SPARQL SELECT query optimization of different forms of queries having different triple patterns using an optimization algorithm named Differential Evolution. Through the result observation in comparison to other approach, we can conclude that the proposed strategy decrease the execution time of the different form of the query and it works in real time for ARQ engine. Additionally, our proposed approach optimize the SPARQL query on mainmemory RDF data model and experiment proves its success. Also, our approach presents outcomes in good and consistent form when compared with other algorithms and heuristics. Results can further be mended by searching better cost computation strategy. This solution for rearrangement of order of triple pattern can be implemented over different query engines. Also, our approach can be further expanded to different optimization new algorithms (Artificial Bee Colony, Particle Swarm Optimization).
